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CASE BASED REASONING ––– A POWERFULL
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE APPROACH

Vladimir Kurbalija — Mirjana Ivanović
∗

Case-based reasoning is a relatively new and promising area of artificial intelligence. Generally speaking, case-based

reasoning (CBR) is a reasoning method that facilitates knowledge management in which knowledge is a case base acquired
by a learning process. Case-based reasoning can be used, for solving problems, in many practical domains such as: mechanical
engineering, medicine, business administration, etc. Furthermore, for each domain, various task types can be implemented.
Some of them are: classification, diagnosis, configuration, planning, decision support, etc.

The purpose of this paper is to present essential concepts of this promising area. At the beginning, some technical terms

of artificial intelligence are introduced. Following this, the foundations of case-based reasoning are presented. At the end,
Case Retrieval Net - an efficient memory structure for implementation case-based reasoning systems, is described.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Case-Based Reasoning has become a very successful
technique for knowledge based systems in different do-
mains. This promising technique is based on the use of
previous experience in the form of cases to better under-
stand and solve new appearing problems in a particular
domain. The main idea of CBR is the hypothesis that
similar problems usually have similar solutions.

The purpose of this paper is to present the mathemat-
ical foundations of this promising area. In the second sec-
tion some basic terms are introduced. Section 3 contains
the definitions of all the functions needed for the retrieval
process in CBR, while in Section 4 a possible implemen-
tation of CBR retrieval system is given. The conclusion
is given in Section 5.

2 BASIC CONCEPTS OF CBR

Case-based reasoning is a problem solving technology.
The basic scenario for case-based reasoning, from the
simplified point of view, looks as follows: In order to find
a solution of a particular problem one looks for a similar
problem in an experience base, takes the solution from
the past and uses it as a starting point to find a solution
to the current problem.

A general desire in every knowledge-based system is to
make use of the past experience. Experience may be con-
cerned with what was true or false, correct or incorrect,
more or less useful. It can be represented by a rule, con-
straint, some general law or advice or simply by saving a

past event. From all of this the main idea of the case can
be obtained. The case is some recorded situation where
the problem was totally or partially solved. In its simplest
form, the case is represented as an ordered pair

(problem, solution)

The existence of the case means that the corresponding
episode happened in the past. This episode contains some
decisions that a decision maker found useful. However,
somebody else may not be happy with such a case and
may neglect it. From this it follows that cases must be
selected carefully, so different categories of cases can exist:
good, typical, important, misleading or unnecessary.

A case base is a set of cases, which is usually equipped
with some additional structure. A structured case base is
usually called a case memory.

The next very important concept in the case-based
reasoning is similarity . While in classical databases in-
formation can be retrieved by using only exact matches,
in the case-based reasoning cases it can be retrieved by
using even inexact matches. The notion of similarity is
equivalent to a dual mathematical concept — distance.

In the functional way similarity can be defined as a
function sim : U × CB → [0, 1] where U refers to the
universe of all objects, while CB refers to the case base
(just those objects which were examined in the past and
saved in the case memory). A higher value of the similar-
ity function means that these objects are more similar.

Usually the concept acceptance is used instead of
similarity , because acceptance includes similarity but
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Fig. 1. CBR-cycle of Aamodt and Plaza (1994).

also other approaches related to “expected usefulness”,
“reminds on”, etc.

Retrieval is a basic operation in databases and there-
fore in the case base too. A query to a database retrieves
some information by an exact match by using a key,
while a query to a case-based reasoning system presents a
problem and returns a solution by using inexact matches
with the problems from the cases in the case base. As in
databases, trees play a major role in efficient retrieval. Ex-
amples of retrieval structures are: kd-trees (k-dimensional
trees), case retrieval nets, discrimination nets, etc.

The knowledge container is a structural element which
contains some quantity of knowledge. The idea of the
knowledge container is totally different from the tradi-
tional module concept in programming. While the module
is responsible for a certain subtask, the knowledge con-
tainer does not complete the subtask but contains some
knowledge relevant to many tasks. Even small tasks re-
quire the participation of each container. The concept
of the knowledge container is similar to concepts of the
nodes and propagation rules in neural networks.

In case-based reasoning the following knowledge con-
tainers can be modified: a) the vocabulary used; b) the
similarity measure; c) the case base; and d) the solution
transformation. In principle, each container can carry al-
most all knowledge available. From a software engineer-
ing point of view there is another advantage of case-based
reasoning - the content of the containers can be changed
locally. This means that manipulations on one container

have little consequences on the other ones. As a conse-
quence, maintenance operations [2], [4] are easier to be
performed than on classical knowledge based systems.

The task of machine learning is to improve a certain
performance using some experience or instructions. In in-
ductive learning, problems and good solutions are pre-
sented to the system. The major desire is to improve a
general solution method in every inductive step. Machine
learning methods can be used in order to improve the
knowledge containers of a case-based reasoning system
(the case base, similarity measures and the solution trans-
formation). However, one of the greatest advantages of
the case-based reasoning system is that it can learn even
through the work with users, modifying some knowledge
containers.

The case based reasoning system has not only to pro-
vide solutions to problems but also to take care of other
tasks occurring when it is used in practice. The main
phases of the case-based reasoning activities are described
in the CBR-cycle in [1] in Figure 1.

In the retrieve phase the most similar case (or k most
similar cases), to the problem case, is retrieved, while in
the reuse phase some modifications to the retrieved case
is done in order to provide a better solution to the prob-
lem (case adaptation). As the case-based reasoning only
suggests solutions, there may be a need for a correctness
proof or external validation. That is the task of the phase
revise . In the retain phase the knowledge learned from
this problem is integrated in the system by modifying
some knowledge containers.

3 RETRIEVAL FUNCTIONS

The case-based reasoning was developed in the con-
text and in the neighborhood of problem solving methods,
learning methods (Machine Learning, Statistics, Neural
Networks) and retrieval methods (Data Bases, Informa-
tion Retrieval). It has inherited the concepts of “problem”
and “solution” and a notion of “similarity” based on the
distance.

In this section, some formal or informal definitions of
the essential concepts will be given. Definitions are taken
from [3].

I Information Entities

The information entity is an atomic part of a case or
query. E denotes the set of all information entities in a
given domain.

A case is a set of information entities: c ⊆ E .

The set of cases (in the case memory) is denoted by
C , C ⊆ P (E).

A query is a set of information entities: q ⊆ E .

In many applications, the information entities are
simply attribute-value pairs. Some examples of informa-
tion entities are: (price, 1000), (price, 324), (color, blue),
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(mass, 54 kg). We say that the first two information en-
tities are comparable (because they have the same at-
tribute) while the other information entities are not com-
parable. This causes a structuring of the set E into dis-
joint sets EA , where EA contains all attribute-value pairs
from E for a certain attribute A .

II Acceptance

Usefulness of a case in the case completion process
depends on real world circumstances that are not com-
pletely known at the retrieval time. This means that use-
fulness is only an a posteriori criterion. The retrieval from
the case memory will be based on matching of certain
information entities. Usefulness of former cases is not re-
stricted to those cases that are similar to a given query
for all information entities. Cases may contain informa-
tion entities that have no counterpart in the query. It is
also possible that some information entities of the query
are not present in the useful case.

Some special desirable properties of acceptance are
following:

P1: A case might be acceptable for a query even if
there exist some information entities that are not compa-
rable.

P2: A case might be unacceptable for a query if there
exist an unacceptable information entity (a fixed budget
may forbid expensive offers).

P3: The same information entity may have different
importance for different cases (information entity (sex,
male) has different importance in pregnancy testing and
in testing for influenza).

P4: The same information entity may have different
importance for different queries according to the user’s
intentions (material have different priorities in design
queries).

P5: Information entities may not be independent of
each other.

III Acceptance Functions

Queries have been defined as sets of information enti-
ties. A weighted query is the generalization of this con-
cept.

Weighted query. The weighted query assigns an impor-
tance value to each information entity by a function:

αq : E → R,

where αq(e) denotes the importance of the information
entity e for the query q .

High values indicate a high importance; negative val-
ues indicate the rejection of related cases. The value 0 is
used as a neutral element ( αq(e) = 0, means that in-
formation entity e is unimportant to the query q ). Of
course, values for αq(e) can be taken from the set {0, 1} ,
meaning that ”e is (un)important for the q”.

Local Acceptance Functions for Attributes. A local
acceptance function σ for the attribute A is defined
over the domain dom(A):

σ : dom(A) × dom(A) → R,

such that higher value σ(e, e′) denotes a higher accep-
tance of the value e (of a case c) for the value e′ (of a
query q ).

By using function σ we can compute the acceptance
of the information entity e′ from the case for a single
information entity e of a query. However, a query may
contain several information entities e such that σ(e, e′) is
defined for the single information entity e′ . The question
is: how these values can be combined to a single value
for e′ which expresses the resulting acceptance value of
e′ for that query.

Local Accumulation Function. Let Ee = {e1, · · · , en}
denote the set of all information entities to which the in-
formation entity e is comparable concerning acceptance
(Ee = {e′|σ(e′, e) is defined}). The local accumulation
function πe for e is a function:

πe : R × · · · × R
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

→ R,

such that πe(a1, · · · , an) denotes the accumulated ac-
ceptance in e . The values ai denote the contributions
of the information entities ei ∈ Ee according to their
occurrence in the query q and their local acceptance
computed by σ(ei, e). The contributions are computed
by a function:

f : R × R → R,

such that ai = f(αq(ei), σ(ei, e)).

The retrieval of the cases can be considered as a
process of reminding. Reminding may be of different
strength; cases are in competition for retrieval accord-
ing to the query. The cases receiving more reminders of
more strength are the winners. The strength (importance,
relevance) of reminding for an information entity e ∈ c is
given by a relevance function.

Relevance Function. The relevance between informa-
tion entities and cases is described by a relevance func-
tion:

ρ : E × C → R.

The relevance ρ(e, c) is considered as a measure for the
relevance of information entity e for the retrieval of a
case c . ρ(e, c) is defined if and only if e ∈ c .

The acceptance of a case c for the query q is accumu-
lated from the contributions of the information entities
e ∈ c according to their relevancies ρ(e, c). The contri-
butions of the information entities are computed by their
local accumulation functions πe . The accumulation in the
cases is evaluated by Global accumulation function.

Global Accumulation Function. The global accumu-
lation function πc has the form:

πc : R × · · · × R
︸ ︷︷ ︸

k

→ R,
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for c = {e1, · · · , ek} . The accumulated acceptance of
the case c regarding its constituting information entities
is then computed by πc(p1, · · · , pk), where pi is the
contribution of the information entity ei ∈ c . This
contribution pi depends on ρ(ei, c) and another real
value xi assigned to ei (xi is the accumulated local
acceptance value computed by πei

(a1, · · · , an)). The
contributions pi are computed by a function:

g : R × R → R,

such that pi = g(xi, ρ(ei, c)).

Global Acceptance function. Acceptance between
weighted queries and cases is expressed by a global ac-
ceptance function:

acc : RE × P (E) → R.

The acceptance acc(αq, c) of a case c for a weighted
query q can now be accumulated by using the intro-
duced functions:

acc(αq, c) = πc(p1, · · · , pk),

where c = {e1, · · · , ek} and the values pi are contribu-
tions of the information entities ei from the case c .

If, for example, f and g are considered as products
and πc and πe as sums then the global acceptance func-
tion looks like this:

acc(αq, c) =
∑

e′∈c

ρ(e′, c)
∑

e∈E
e′

σ(e, e′) · αq(e)

Here, the properties P1,...,P4 are satisfied, but for sat-
isfaction of the property P5, the appropriate selection of
the functions f ,g ,πc andπe is needed.

4 A POSSIBLE IMPLEMENTATION

––– CASE RETRIEVAL NET

Case Retrieval Net (CRN) is a special memory struc-
ture that has been developed especially for being em-
ployed in large case bases. CRNs are able to deal with
vague and ambiguous terms, they support the concept
of information completion and can handle case bases of
reasonable size efficiently.

CRN is a net structure with an information entity node
for each information entity and case node for each case.
There exists an ”acceptance” arc from the information
entity nodes e to the information entity node e′ if σ(e, e′)
is defined, and there exists an ”relevance” arc from the
information entity node e to the case node c if ρ(e, c) is
defined. The arcs in the net are weighted by the values
σ(e, e′) and ρ(e, c), respectively.

In practice, it may be impossible to include all infor-
mation entities. Usually, it is sufficient to build a net from
the information entities which occur in the cases from the
case base only.

Acceptance values are computed by a spreading acti-
vation process in the net as follows: Information entity
nodes are initially activated by αq(e). The computation
is performed by propagating along the acceptance arcs to
further information entity nodes, and from these nodes
over relevance arcs to case nodes. The functions f/πe and
g/πc are responsible for the accumulation of activities in
the information entity nodes and in the case nodes, re-
spectively. The final activation at the case nodes denotes
the acceptance value of the case for the weighted query.

5 CONCLUSION

Case-based reasoning is a problem solving paradigm
that in many respects is fundamentally different from
other major AI approaches. Instead of relying solely on
general knowledge of a problem domain, or making as-
sociations along generalized relationships between prob-
lem descriptors and conclusions, CBR is able to utilize
the specific knowledge of previously experienced, concrete
problem situations (cases). A new problem is solved by
finding a similar past case, and reusing it in the new prob-
lem situation. A second important difference is that CBR
also is an approach to incremental, sustained learning,
since new experience is retained each time a problem has
been solved, making it immediately available for future
problems. The CBR field has grown rapidly over the last
few years, as seen by its increased share of papers at ma-
jor conferences, available commercial tools, and successful
applications in daily use.
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